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QUESTION 1 
Which of the following is NOT an example of a typical pre-condition for test execution? 
 

A. A properly configured test environment 

B. Thoroughly specified test procedures 

C. A process for managing identified defects 

D. Defined level of requirements coverage achieved 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
The use of exploratory testing is also being considered. Which of the following practices is NOT 
part of exploratory testing? 
 

A. Writing test charters 

B. Holding debriefing meetings 

C. Writing detailed test procedures 

D. Working in pairs 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
Which of the following fits the principles of experience-based testing? 
 

A. Coverage calculations can be used to determine the amount of testing required 

B. Different people will have a different experience level regarding usability testing 

C. Models can be used to derive the required test cases 

D. Experience in test execution is more important than experience in test design 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
When preparing for an exploratory test, which of the following sets of artifacts would be the most 
appropriate to produce? 
 

A. Charter outlining tasks (tests) to be performed and objectives to be met, plus a set of 
heuristics to follow 

B. Charter outlining tasks (tests) to be performed and objectives to be met, plus a set of 
heuristics to follow and the completed session sheets 

C. Charter outlining tasks (tests) to be performed and objectives to be met, plus a set of defect 
types to be targeted and a list of new issues encountered 

D. Charter outlining objectives to be met, plus a set of heuristics to follow 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
To enhance the test design phase the purchase of a test design tool is being considered. Which 
statement characterizes best a test design tool? 
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A. It validates models of the software 

B. It enables tests to be executed automatically 

C. It enables individual tests to be traced to requirements 

D. It generates test inputs or executable tests from requirements 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
Which of the following is an important principle for using experienced-based test techniques? 
 

A. Tester skill is a critical factor in assigning test execution tasks 

B. Tester skills are less important than ensuring 100% test utilisation 

C. Testers should always focus on defect-prevention activities  

D. Testers should be evaluated based on the number of defects they find 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
It is possible that the test execution phase will be shortened and that test cases will need to be 
prioritised. What is the main reason to prioritise the test cases? 
 

A. Get the areas the programmer is most worried about finished first 

B. Get finished within the time and budget available 

C. Ensure that when you stop you have done the best tests in the time available 

D. To ensure as many tests as possible are run 

 
Answer: C 
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